DONCASTER ALL ABILTIES BASKETBALL INC

Terms and conditions of participation
Purpose
This policy document sets out the terms and conditions of participation in the Doncaster All
Abilities Basketball Inc (DAAB) competition and statements on privacy and safeguarding
children and young people.

Background
Before participating in basketball at DAAB, each member of the DAAB community (which
includes players, parents, carers, coaches, officials and others attending DAAB basketball as
spectators) must agree to a number of terms and conditions of participation. These are set
out below.
Other information concerning privacy and child safety follows.

Terms and conditions
Fees:
•

•

•
•

•

Players are to pay all fees required to participate in the competition as and when they
fall due. This includes the player registration fee due before the commencement of
each season and game fees due on entry to the stadium each week a player participates.
Any person who experiences financial difficulty in making payment of any fees can seek
an arrangement with the DAAB committee by writing to the Secretary. The DAAB
Committee will deal with any such application on its merits.
Registration fees are valid for the season specified and are not transferable to other
seasons, except by arrangement with the DAAB committee.
Amounts paid are non-refundable, except by arrangement with the DAAB committee
where it considers that the circumstances warrant that a full or partial refund is
warranted.
Members of the DAAB community other than players are to pay the relevant spectator
fee on entry to Mullum Mullum stadium.
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Medical:
•

•

•

•
•

•

In the event a member of the DAAB community has an accident or suffers injury while
attending Mullum Mullum stadium as part of participation in DAAB’s activities, each
member gives consent for any necessary medical treatment and agrees to meet any
expense incurred in having that treatment provided.
Each member of the DAAB community authorises DAAB and Manningham YMCA, its
staff or volunteers to act using their best judgment if and when required in any situation
where the member may require medical attention.
Each member of the DAAB community releases DAAB and/or Manningham YMCA from
any and all liability resulting from any injury or illness suffered while attending Mullum
Mullum stadium.
Each member of the DAAB community agrees that, with or without medical advice, they
are physically, socially and mentally able to participate in DAAB’s activities.
Where a member of the DAAB community has any impairment that may be affected by
their participation in DAAB’s activities, they must obtain and supply a medical certificate
prior to commencing their participation in the DAAB competition.
In appropriate instances where the DAAB committee requests, a member must obtain at
their own expense, and provide to the DAAB committee, statements(s) from a medical
or other associated practitioner in relation to a player’s fitness physically and/or
mentally to participate in DAAB activities. In such instances and if necessary, the
member authorises a member of the DAAB committee to liaise with the practitioner
about the player’s fitness to participate.

Other matters:
•

•

•
•
•

When a player registers in the DAAB competition, he or she registers with DAAB, not
with any particular team. Placement of players in divisions and teams are at the sole
discretion of the DAAB committee in accordance with DAAB’s Player Placement policy.
Players and any other accompanying carer(s) or spectator(s) agree to observe and act in
accordance with all DAAB policies published on the DAAB website and, in particular, the
standards specified in the DAAB Code of Conduct.
Members of the DAAB community agree that DAAB Inc, Manningham YMCA and their
staff and volunteers will take all reasonable care in the conduct of DAAB’s activities.
Each Member of the DAAB community will not hold DAAB Inc or Manningham YMCA
responsible for any damage, loss of property and/or accident.
Unless they answer in the negative when registering on the PlayHQ system, each
member of the DAAB community consents to the use of their likeness or image by DAAB
for promotional purposes. This may include publication of photos or videos on the DAAB
website or on social media or other means the DAAB committee considers appropriate.
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Privacy Statement:
The DAAB committee acknowledges and respects the privacy of individuals. The
information DAAB collects is for the purpose of facilitating participation in the DAAB’s
activities and is collected in accordance with DAAB’s privacy policy. The recipients of this
information are DAAB, its committee, and staff on a need-to-know basis only. Each member
of the DAAB community has the right to access and alter their personal information in
accordance with relevant Commonwealth/State legislation dealing with privacy of
information.
Safeguarding Children and Young People:
As an organisation affiliated with Basketball Victoria, DAAB accepts and acts in accordance
with Basketball Victoria’s policies and procedures for keeping children and young people
safe. DAAB are required to report any disclosures or concerns about the safety or wellbeing of a child or young person. We encourage any parent, guardian or carer to report to
the DAAB Secretary any concerns they may have about the safety of children or young
people in participating in DAAB activities. Any concerns will be referred to our Child Safety
Officer.
Evaluation:
The DAAB Committee will review and evaluate this policy each time it conducts its policy
review cycle.

Adoption:
Adopted by the DAAB Committee: 5 September 2022
Last reviewed on
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